SPONSOR PROGRAMME 2022
Learn about what ISCOMS has to offer!

29th International Student Congress Of (bio)Medical Sciences
From the 8th until the 10th of June 2022 the 29th edition of the International Student Congress Of (bio) Medical Sciences (ISCOMS) will take place in the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG). ISCOMS is the largest and leading (bio)medical student congress of the world, organised by and for students.

Ambitious (bio)medical students and recent graduates
Anually at least 800 participants from 60 different countries attend the congress, which makes ISCOMS a place for students from all over the world to come together. Every year students are impressed by what ISCOMS and the UMCG have to offer.

Medical specialists and other employees of the UMCG
Not only students and recent graduates attend ISCOMS, also inquisitive medical specialists and other employees of the UMCG like to attend our congress. They get in touch with companies and participants through the stands located in the central hall in the UMCG.

Professors, scientists and other interested parties
They will attend and give presentations during lectures and/or workshops.

“I think that what makes ISCOMS different from other congresses, is that it is organized by students. Students know what students want. It is very well organized. All the people involved in the organization are on top of their game.”

Nad’a Majerníková, presenting participant
Renowned speakers and a fantastic location

**Keynote lectures & workshops**
Anually, renowned speakers come to ISCOMS. In this edition ISCOMS will welcome **Nobel prize laureate Bruce Beutler MD**, Jeffrey Friedman MD PhD, Roel Nusse PhD, Hanneke Schuitemaker PhD and Karl Deisselroth MD PhD. To provide a diverse programme, participants can participate in interactive workshops as well.

**Scientific research**
ISCOMS offers a platform for students to present their innovative research. Annually 350 participants present their scientific research by means of plenary, oral or poster sessions.

**UMCG**
The UMCG is one of the largest hospitals in the Netherlands in which a lot of students, patients, visitors, physicians and researchers are present daily. The Fonteinpatio, the central space inside the UMCG, is the perfect location to profile and promote your company by means of a stand for example. Of course, other innovative suggestions are possible in good consultation. Furthermore, the ‘Blauwe Zaal’ is the perfect location to attend the sessions that ISCOMS has to offer.

**Focus**
In 2022 ISCOMS will dedicate a congress day to the theme ‘Personalised Medicine’. This might be the opportunity for your company to organise a workshop about this theme.
More than just a congress

Vision
The International Student Congress Of (bio)Medical Sciences wants to develop into a leading forum for worldwide exchange of student research in all the different (bio)medical disciplines. The congress matures and professionalizes every year. Our positive experiences with a digital congress last year made us inquisitive to consider the possibility to organise a hybrid congress. This way ISCOMS can become even more inclusive and engage a broader audience to conduct new, innovative research.

ISCOMS is more than a place where knowledge is exchanged. People from all over the world, from student to professor, gather here in Groningen to socialize and network with their peers. During the scientific programme participants get the opportunity to broaden their medical knowledge by attending the keynote-lectures, workshops and presentations. The social programme will provide recreation during the evening.

Prof Mario R. Capecchi MD PhD gave a keynote lecture at ISCOMS 2019
What makes ISCOMS interesting for you?

Whether you want to promote your company and your products, enthuse the physician of the future in your specialty or find driven students who conduct leading and innovative research in a certain discipline, ISCOMS is the place to be! There are very few events with an audience as broad and diverse as ours. The congress offers different opportunities to deliver your product or message to the right people. Every company is unique and so are your company’s wishes or the obstacles your company are facing. That is why we would like to explain all the different possibilities in a personal conversation. In order to give you an impression up front, several options are depicted on the next page.

Corporate Member Meeting
The Corporate Member Meeting (CMM) is an exquisite opportunity to get in touch with the UMCG officials. The personnel of two Michelin star restaurant “De Groene Lantaarn” will provide for a complete arrangement during which you get the opportunity to discuss your product or ideas. This unique event offers you the opportunity to share a table with the most influential UMCG employees.

Workshops
Students who participate in ISCOMS’ programme are the most enthusiastic and driven students of the world. These students are eager to actively take part in all the workshops that your company could possibly organize. This way you will be able to get acquainted with the most driven physicians and researchers of the future.

Expositie van uw product
Highlight your product amid the UMCG in front of hundreds of inquisitive students, medical experts and professors. Your enthusiasm will not make them forget your product.
## Sponsor packages 2022

### ISCOMS SUPPORTER**
- Invitation Formal Dinner (2 tickets)
- Full entrance to all congress days
- Mentioning of logo:
  - Book of Abstract
  - A0 poster UMCG
  - Website
  - Online platform
  - In the lobby
- Social media:
  - Facebook post
  - Instagram post
  - LinkedIn post

### SILVER PARTNER
- Promotional goods in Congress bag
- Sponsor stand
- Invitation Formal Dinner (2 tickets)
- Full entrance to all congress days
- Mentioning of logo:
  - Book of Abstract
  - A0 poster UMCG
  - Website
  - Online platform
  - In the lobby
- Social media:
  - Facebook post
  - Instagram post
  - LinkedIn post

### GOLD PARTNER
- Invitation Corporate Member Meeting
- Promotion goods in congress back
- Sponsor stand
- Invitation Formal Dinner (4 tickets)
- Full entrance to all congress days
- Mentioning of logo:
  - Book of Abstract
  - A0 poster UMCG
  - Website
  - Online platform
  - In the lobby
  - Aftermovie
  - Diaslides
  - Namebadges participants
- Social media:
  - Facebook post
  - Instagram post
  - LinkedIn post

### DIAMOND PARTNER
- Naming of main room or part of programme
- Speaking time Corporate Member Meeting (10 min)
- Invitation Corporate Member Meeting
- Promotion goods in congress back
- Sponsor stand
- Invitation Formal Dinner (4 tickets)
- Full entrance to all congress days:
  - Mentioning of logo:
    - Book of Abstract
    - A0 poster UMCG
    - Website
    - Online platform
    - In the lobby
    - Aftermovie
    - Diaslides
    - Namebadges participants
  - Social media:
    - Facebook post
    - Instagram post
    - LinkedIn post

---

* Prices mentioned above are exclusive of VAT
**ISCOMS Supporter packages only for sponsors 2021
Committee of Recommendation

Prof. Cees Th. Smit Sibinga MD PhD
WHO Expert committee for blood transfusion, Groningen

Prof. Elmer Sterken PhD
Rector Magnificus, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

Jeffrey M. Drazen MD
Editor-in-chief, The New England Journal of Medicine

Prof. Jouke de Vries PhD
Chairman of the executive board, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

Prof. Marian Joëls PhD
Dean, University Medical Centre Groningen

René F.J. Paas MA
King’s Commissioner, Groningen

Prof. Wim van Saarloos PhD
President, Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences

Keynote speakers ‘11-‘21

Professor Sir Peter J. Ratcliffe
Nobel prize laureate 2019

Prof. Ben L. Feringa PhD
Nobel prize laureate 2016

Prof. Stefan W. Hell PhD
Nobel prize laureate 2014

Prof. Ada E. Yonath PhD
Nobel prize laureate 2009

Prof. Harald zur Hausen MD PhD
Nobel prize laureate 2008

Prof. Martin Chalfie PhD
Nobel prize laureate 2008

Prof. Mario R. Capecchi PhD
Nobel prize laureate 2007

Prof. J. Robin Warren
Nobel prize laureate 2005